Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph 4dr

General Info
Engine:

£29,925

Vehicle Features
5.4 Petrol Automatic

Price:
Body Type:

Not Specified

£29,925
4 Dr Saloon

Owners:
Mileage:
Reg Date:
Colour:

96,423
January 1998 (R )
Silver

Vehicle Description
R&W are delighted to offer this beautiful Rolls Royce Seraph presented in the very sought after Silver Tempest with Portland hide with
Nautica secondary hide and Nautica piping to seats. This is a beautiful example and has been loved by its last owner for 10 years, it
was always kept in a heated garage and has been maintained regardless of cost with services carried out at 7k, 19k, 33k, 53k, 65k,
70k, 76k, 80k, 85k, 88k, 91k, 93k, 94k, 95k. It has had a lot of maintenance work carried out over the years that include new
distributor caps on both banks, new tail boot struts, new alarm siren for alarm system, new brake pads. The specification is great
with extended leather, chrome bumper trims, chrome alloy wheel centres, chrome light and window surrounds, Nautica multi
functional steering wheel, wood fascia veneers. The condition can only be described as excellent, the bodywork is free from any rust
or marks, the interior is in beautiful condition with no scuffing to any seats or bolsters, and the alloy wheels are in excellent
condition with no kerb rashing. This is a rare opportunity to own a piece of true British motoring, these cars will only continue to
rise in price and also are a pleasure to drive and own.,Air-Conditioning,Alarm,Alloy Wheels (16in),In Car Entertainment (Radio/CD
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